Purpose: This study examines to which degree General Finnish Thesaurus (GFT) and FinMeSH cover various semantic expressions of medical concepts in patients' questions and physicians' answers concerning cardiovascular diseases. The former represent lay persons' information needs. Methodology: 50 question answer pairs were collected in a medical Web site. Concepts and their expressions (terms) with their semantic relations were identified in questions and answers. Findings: FinMeSH covered 65 % and GFT 41 % of all medical terms in texts. The expressions of patients and physicians matched better with FinMeSH than GFT regardless of the type of expression. The difference in favor of FinMeSH was typically about 25 %-units. Implications: The low fit with users' vocabularies makes GFT a poor tool for supporting searching, whereas the relatively high fit of FinMeSH suggests that it is a reasonable tool in assisting searching. Conclusions concerning the bridging of these two thesauri are discussed.
Introduction
Citizens are confronted with a plethora of health information, especially through the proliferation of web content resources. The Internet is becoming a more important means for acquiring information for health matters. A recent survey revealed that 46 % of adult Finns consider Internet pages as an important or rather important source of health information (Terveys, viestintä ja kansalaiset 2005) . In the USA 79 % of the adult population had searched online health information in 2004. In 2001 42 % of adults did so at least once a month (Rice 2006) . This development has enhanced citizens' possibilities for informing themselves about health and wellbeing and taking more personal responsibility for their health (Zeng & al. 2001; Zielstorff 2003) .
Citizens' ability to express their health information needs and problems may be a significant obstacle in accessing and utilizing information sources on the web. Lack of familiarity with medical vocabulary is a major problem for citizens in accessing the available information (Zeng & al. 2001; Zielstorff 2003) . Lay terminology is only partly successful in locating useful health information. Search success is low often yielding misleading or unrelated information (Bin & Li 2001) . Also users' habits of expressing their information needs as short queries considerably limit the success of searches. Searchers of medical information only use about 2-3 terms per query (Spink & al. 2004 ). Thus, if people are not able to express their information needs in the vocabulary used in the relevant information sources, their search results will be poor. Obviously, searchers need terminological aid in expressing their information needs for query formulation.
The role of networked knowledge organization systems like thesauri or ontologies is growing due to the increasing supply of domain specific services like portals gathering together digital information of various types. The aim of these systems is to support human actors to find expressions of their information needs for searching and browsing information. Typically knowledge organization systems have been built on some domain specific principles not necessarily taking into account users' ways of conceptualizing and expressing things. It is in part an open question to which degree the expressions in various types of knowledge organization systems correspond to the expressions of users. The utility of a system to its users in expressing their information needs depends to a great extent to the degree of this match. Only matching enables users' navigation in the terminological tool. Therefore, it is important to analyze to what extent knowledge organization systems cover users' expressions of their information needs. The results can be used to design systems with a comprehensive match to users' vocabulary.
The aim of this study is to compare the expressions of concepts used in patients' questions and physicians' answers concerning cardiovascular diseases and to which degree these expressions are covered by a specific medical thesaurus and a general thesaurus. This gives us an opportunity to explore to which degree experts' and lay persons' vocabularies overlap and to which degree both can be mapped to two types of controlled vocabularies. This study extends our knowledge of how general and specific controlled vocabulary cover various term types in lay persons' information needs and experts' answers for solving them.
Related research
We first briefly introduce studies comparing professionals' and lay persons' vocabularies and then present findings from studies analyzing the match of medical controlled vocabularies to health consumers' vocabularies and how this is related to success in information retrieval.
Studies show that compared to lay persons' vocabulary, experts' vocabulary is broader, more specific and more structured (Robertson 2001) . The conceptualization of health matters and the consequent vocabulary between experts in medicine and lay persons also differ. Physicians' understanding of health concepts seems to differ rather radically to that of patients (Patel & al 2002 ). An analysis of physician patient communication indicated that physicians explained patients' problems in terms of causal pathophysiological knowledge underlying the disease (disease model), whereas patients explained them in terms of narrative structures of illness (illness model). The latter refers to how the illness affected their life (Patel & al 2002) . This naturally produces differences in how these two groups speak about illness.
Comparisons between users' expressions of information needs and controlled vocabularies have produced contradictory findings. McCray & al (1999) analyzed 225000 queries to the National Library of Medicine's web site. They found that of unique strings 84 % did not match to terms in the UMLS Metathesaurus. Of these about a third could be found as constituents of Methathesaurus concepts. Thus, about 55 % of strings did not match fully or partially to UMLS. Zeng & al (2001) studied how terms in patients' and clinicians' queries (47115 altogether) to a Find-A-Doctor search matched with UMLS. They found that the mapping rate to UMLS of clinicians was 75 % and that of patients 62 %. The difference was statistically significant. As can be expected, experts' expressions matched better than lay persons' expressions with the medical controlled vocabulary. Tse & Soergel (2003) compared consumer medical vocabulary with professional vocabulary. The former was gathered from web discussion forums on medical topics and two controlled vocabularies MeSH and SNOMED International represented the professional vocabulary. They compared concepts and concept forms (expressions) in both vocabularies.
81 % of concepts in consumer vocabulary matched with concepts in professional vocabulary. Of forms of the shared concepts 49 % matched completely, 19 % partially and 32 % not at all. Thus, although lay and professional vocabularies overlapped greatly on the conceptual level, the expressions of concepts matched to a much lesser extent.
Diverging from the previous results, Smith & al (2002) found that of terms in 139 e-mail messages to a hospital's cancer information and referral service, 96 % matched with UMLS Metathesaurus, 39 % were exact matches, 35 % were partial matches and 24 % were known synonyms. The authors doubt that the great overlap may in part be due to writers transcribing in e-mails pathology reports or physicians' letters detailing the cancer patients' conditions.
The results seem to show that UMLS does not sufficiently cover the vocabulary used by patients and that it matches better with physicians' rather than lay persons' vocabulary. If we think that UMLS is a combination of tens of medical vocabularies, it is evident that the mapping of a particular controlled medical vocabulary to users' expressions would produce an inferior result than UMLS.
The differences in retrieval performance between professional (controlled) and lay vocabularies are known. The queries formed in professional terminology perform more successfully compared to queries formed in lay terminology (Bin & Li 2001; Zeng & al 2001) . This seems to hint that provision of terminological support in the form of controlled vocabularies to lay persons for expressing their information needs for query formulation would improve their retrieval performance.
Research design
A recent survey revealed that Finnish adults search most commonly on the Web for health information concerning diseases and their symptoms, nutrition and physical exercise (Terveys, viestintä ja kansalaiset 2005) . In this study we focus on the first theme. We chose cardiovascular diseases as objects of study because they are very common in Finland and may have severe consequences to people's health conditions. One can expect that there are lots of information needs concerning these diseases, which also lead to searching for information on the Web. This study addresses the following research questions:
• To which degree various semantic term types are used for expressing medical concepts in patients' questions and physicians' answers concerning cardiovascular diseases • To which degree these term types are covered by a general and a specific medical thesaurus
Data collection and analysis
An electronic answering service to health questions (http://www.verkkoklinikka.fi) run by a health journal was selected for collecting the data. Health consumers could send their questions to the health journal. The journal posted the questions and answers provided by four physicians to the journal's web site. This particular web site was selected, because it is popular and does not edit the questions like most of this kind of services do. Questions were neither shortened nor lay terms substituted by medical terms. The unedited nature of the questions gives a more valid representation of concepts, their relationships and their expressions in the problem statements of health consumers. Secondly, the popularity of the service increases the variety of questions enhancing the internal validity of the data.
The question and answer pairs were selected in chronological order from a sub-list concerning cardiovascular diseases. The fifty most current pairs were picked. Questions dealt with several themes within this topic. Mostly they concerned the heart and its functioning, but also questions concerning blood circulation were mentioned.
The concepts used in the questions and answers were identified. These concepts were divided into two groups, background concepts and concepts of diseases and their symptoms. Background concepts were used by patients and they did not have semantic relations with concepts of diseases. They were temporal concepts or described the social consequences of the illnesses. They belong to patients' illness model (Patel & al 2002) .
For identifying the concepts and their expressions and relations between the expressions of concepts we leaned the Finnish version of MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) and General Finnish Thesaurus (GFT) and the expertise of the first author, who is an educated radiographer. The expressions of concepts of diseases and symptoms were classified according to their thesaurus relations as expressions with hierarchical relations (narrower terms), associative relations (related terms) and equivalence relations (synonyms). These relations are reciprocal. Therefore we only counted the number of the other members of the relations. (E.g. we counted the number of narrower terms, not broader terms, because the both figures are identical).
All expressions were also divided into official medical expressions and lay expressions. Official expressions are established medical terms commonly used in case records or in FinMeSH.
An equivalence is a relation between terms referring to the same concept. It covers synonyms and quasi synonyms. Synonyms are defined as terms whose meaning can be regarded as the same, therefore they are practically interchangeable. 
Results
First we analyze the number of various term types in questions and answers and after that compare to which degree these term types in questions and answers match to GFT and FinMeSH.
Term types in questions and answers
Questions and answers contained about as many narrower terms, about seven on average (Table 1) . Most of them were official terms in both groups (4,9 vs. 5,6) Physicians used relatively more official expressions in their text compared to patients. The proportion of lay expressions was in questions 29 % and in answers 20 %. Answers contained more official narrower terms than questions, but the difference was not statistically significant. Patients used significantly more lay expressions of narrower terms compared to physicians.
The most common official expressions of hierarchical relations both in questions and answers were the heart and its parts, blood pressure, medicines, various examinations such as electrocardiography and ultrasonography. Various symptoms like arrhythmia and cardiac complexes were also typical.
It seems that answers were somewhat more specific in their use of official specific terms, whereas patients specify their medical condition by using significantly more lay terms.
Patients expressed their information needs by using significantly more related terms than were used by physicians in their answers (7,4 vs. 5,7) ( Table 1) . The difference was due to the significantly more frequent use of official related terms by patients (5,7 vs. 4,1). Both groups turned to lay terms in about equal numbers. However, physicians used lay expressions proportionally somewhat more than patients. In the former group their share was 28 % and in the latter 23 %.
Official expressions most commonly forming association relations were expressions related to the heart and its functioning, like the heart as the performer of arrhythmia. Also various examinations like ambulatory electrocardiography or ultrasonography were typical terms forming association relations.
Expressions describing heart problems like arrhythmia or cardiac complexes were the most common lay expressions with associative relations.
Synonyms were used clearly to a lesser extent than narrower or related terms in both groups. Of all terms used their proportion was 9 % in questions and 15 % in answers. Physicians turned to synonyms somewhat more frequently than patients (1,5 vs. 2,2). They used significantly more official expressions than patients (0,8 vs. 1,5), but there was no difference in the use of lay synonyms. Physicians translated in their answers lay expressions in questions to official medical language by using official synonyms. The most used synonyms in both groups were official and lay expressions of cardiac complexes.
The overall structure of terms in questions and answers differed somewhat. Questions contained slightly more related terms and far fewer synonyms compared to narrower terms. Answers included relatively fewer related terms and far fewer synonyms compared to narrower terms. Thus, associative relations were used relatively more frequently than hierarchical ones by patients, whereas physicians leaned in their answers relatively more on specification relations than associative ones. Both groups turned to synonyms significantly less than to other term types.
Physicians used proportionally more specification relations than associative ones in their answers, whereas patients used proportionally more associative relations. The more frequent use of association relations in questions compared to answers hint that patients dealt with more aspects of their topic than physicians did. Patients also used many more non-medical terms in describing their problems than physicians in constructing answers (6,3 vs. 1,6). It seems that questions were winding both in medical and non-non medical matters, whereas answers focused more and more specifically on medical issues using more official narrower terms and synonyms.
Terms covered by thesauri
Next we analyze to which degree GFT and FinMeSH covered the various term types in questions and answers. Official and lay terms were collapsed into one group. Only full matches were taken into account.
FinMeSH covered about evenly narrower terms in questions and answers ( Table 2 ). The proportion of matching terms was about 60 % in both groups. Of narrower terms used by patients 42 % matched with GFT, whereas 34 % of narrower term used by physicians could be found in that thesaurus. Thus, the general controlled vocabulary fitted somewhat better to the subordinate terms used by lay persons. This may reflect the significantly frequent use of narrower lay terms by patients. One could expect that a general controlled vocabulary better covers specific medical lay terms.
In comparison, narrower terms in questions could be mapped 20 %-units more and in answers 26-units % more to FinMeSH than to GFT. In absolute figures FinMeSH covered 1,4 terms more in questions and 1,8 terms more in answers. Also, patients' and physicians' related terms were covered evenly by FinMeSH ( Table 2 ). The degree of match was about 70 % in both groups. The terms used in questions and answers were also covered evenly by GFT. Compared to FinMeSH the rate of coverage was smaller being in questions 47 % and in answers 44 %. The difference in benefit of FinMeSH was in both groups about 25 %-units. In absolute figures this means that in questions the specific controlled vocabulary covered 1,8 terms more and in answers 1,5 terms more.
Synonyms used by physicians (60 %) matched remarkably better with FinMeSH than synonyms of patients (38 %) ( Table 2 ). There was a modest similar tendency in GFT (15 % vs. 11 %). FinMeSH covered clearly better synonyms used by lay persons than GFT and considerably better synonyms used by physicians. The difference in benefit of FinMeSH was in the former group 27 %-units and in the latter group even 45 %-units.
Patients turned significantly less to official synonyms than physicians in their texts (Table  1) . It is evident that the less frequent use of official synonyms in questions explains the low match of patients' synonyms especially with FinMeSH. The extremely low fit of GFT with synonyms both in questions and answers hints to almost a total lack of equivalence relations concerning medicine in this vocabulary. In absolute numbers, FinMeSh covered 0,4 synonyms more in questions and 1,0 synonym more in answers.
In total, questions and answers contained 681 medical terms. Of these terms 65 % (445) could be mapped to FinMeSH, 41 % (278) to GFT, and 32 % (216) to both controlled vocabularies. 22 % (152) of the terms could not be mapped to either of them.
We can estimate to which extent terms found only in GFT could enrich FinMeSH and vice versa. 9 % (61) of the terms could be mapped only to GFTand 34 % (229) only to FinMeSH. Thus, the inclusion in FinMeSh of those 61 terms would increase its match by 9 %-units. The increase in match would be 14 % (100x61/445). Evidently, this inclusion would have added medical lay terms to FinMeSH. The enriched FinMeSH would have covered 74 % of all expressions in questions and answers.
Correspondingly the terms mapping only to FinMeSH would enlarge the match of GFT by 34 %-units. The increase in match would be 82 % (100x229/278).
Discussion and conclusions
We have explored the semantic structure of expressions of medical concepts in patients' questions and physicians' answers. We have also analyzed to what extent a general controlled vocabulary, GFT, and a specific medical thesaurus, FinMeSH cover the various term types expressing concepts used in both groups. The new features of our study compared to earlier ones are analysis of terms with various semantic relations in health consumers' information needs and doctors' answers to those needs and also evaluation of the match of these term types both to a general and specific thesaurus.
Limitations of the study
The aim of thesauri and ontologies is to provide terminological support in expressing users' information needs and for finding terms for query construction and browsing. The match between the controlled vocabulary and users' expressions of information needs is crucial for the success of terminological support. Users have to find thesaurus terms, which match their expressions, otherwise the support fails.
Our point of departure in the analysis was questions and answers, i.e. texts, not queries. Therefore these texts, questions in particular, represent statements of information needs, requests perhaps, not queries. Our analysis concerns mainly those situations when users express their information needs fairly comprehensively. The results of mapping medical terms in the texts to thesauri indicate how well these controlled vocabularies match with the representations of information needs (questions). The degree of the match shows the potential of the vocabulary to act as a point of departure for users' navigation in specifying their information needs into queries.
It is difficult to say to which extent the vocabularies would match with the terms in respective queries. Like web queries in general medical queries are also short consisting of 2-3 words (Spink & al. 2004 ), whereas our texts contained 15-16 medical terms. Would it be so that fewer terms have a greater match? Naturally, this depends on the terms used. On the other hand, the results of mapping medical query terms to medical controlled vocabularies show that the match is not considerably high (McCray & al. 1999; Zeng & al. 2001) and resembles the degree of match in our study as we will show below.
The exchange of information between two persons includes as an almost necessary element adaptation to others' framework for increasing the amount of shared meaning, i.e. concepts and their expressions. We can expect that the physicians in their answers adapted their vocabulary to the terminology used in questions. This means reducing the amount of special terms and somewhat translating lay terms in questions to official terms. This translation was evident in the answers.
From the questions we could see that their presenters sometimes had documents containing information on their disease. They were asking for a second opinion. This means that the vocabulary used in these questions was likely to contain more specific and more official medical terms than in situations without this kind of documentation. Thus, our results are somewhat biased towards situations when persons have prior documentation of their illness.
In all, these two limitations mentioned imply that the vocabularies in questions and answers are more close to each other than i.e. in situations where patients do not have prior documentation of their illness or where physicians do not deal with patients but with health professionals.
Our results are based on mapping medical terms in questions and answers concerning a specific group of diseases, cardiovascular diseases. The match of medical terms collected from corresponding texts concerning other types of diseases may differ from our results. Cardiovascular diseases may be relatively complex and difficult to grasp to lay persons. It is likely, however, that other severe illnesses such as various types of cancer are as difficult to understand by lay persons. Therefore, we believe that our results are valid at least concerning severe illnesses. It is difficult to say how well they are generalizable to other types of diseases or branches of medicine.
Patients' and physicians' vocabularies
Physicians used proportionally more specification relations than associative ones in their answers, whereas patients used proportionally more associative relations. The more frequent use of association relations in questions compared to answers hint that patients dealt with more aspects of their topic, whereas physicians focused on fewer aspects. Patients also used considerably more non-medical terms in describing their problems than physicians in constructing answers. It seems that questions were winding both in medical and non-non medical matters, whereas answers focused more and more specifically on medical issues using more official narrower terms and synonyms.
In general however, the differences between the two vocabularies were not so great, although there were statistically significant differences in the use of some semantic term types. Perhaps this reflects the two-way adaptation in questions and answers mentioned above.
The winding of answers especially in non-medical matters and also their more loose focus on medical themes compared to questions resembles the distinction found by Patel (Patel & al 2002) between disease model used by physicians and illness model used by patients. Physicians tend to explain the patient problems in terms of causal pathophysiological knowledge underlying the disease, whereas patients explained them in terms of narrative structure of illness. Disease is the dysfunction of the body, whereas illness is the social and moral meanings attached to this dysfunction that involves the disruption of the patient's normal life. The differences in conceptualization of the medical condition lead to differing vocabularies in expressing it.
How vocabularies matched with thesauri
FinMeSH covered 65 % and GFT 41 % of all medical terms in texts. Thus, the coverage of GFT was 24 %-units lower.
About 60 % of narrower terms and 70 % of related terms used both by patients and physicians could be mapped to FinMeSH, whereas it covered a considerably greater amount of synonyms in answers (60 %) than in questions (38 %). FinMeSH seems to cover equally other semantic term types than synonyms in lay persons' and physicists' vocabulary concerning a specific medical field.
GFT covered about 45 % of the related terms in both groups, whereas it covered a slightly greater proportion of narrower terms in questions (42 %) than in answers (34 %). Only a very small proportion of synonyms in both groups (15 % vs. 11 %) could be mapped to it. GFT covered various semantic term types about evenly in questions and answers, although the match with patients narrower terms was somewhat comprehensive.
Our findings of the coverage of FinMeSH are in line with the findings of the coverage of medical controlled vocabularies with users' vocabularies. The 65 % match of FinMeSH was somewhat greater than the match of the vocabulary in queries to the National Library of Medicine's web site to UMLS, which was about 45 % (McCray & al. 1999 ).
Our results resemble more those in Zeng & al (2001) . They showed that of the vocabulary used in patients' queries 68 % matched partly or totally to UMLS. The respective figure of clinicians was greater, 75 %. We found that FinMeSH covered patients' and physicians' vocabulary to about the same degree, which was 65 %. The lack of difference in our results between the two groups is likely due to the fact that both groups adapted their vocabulary in different reasons to others' vocabulary.
Both patients' and physicians' vocabularies matched better with FinMeSH than with GFT regardless of the type of terms used. FinMeSH covered 65 % and GFT41 % of all medical terms. GFT covered extremely few synonyms, less than 15 %. We recommend enriching GFT with equivalence relations, with lay terms in medicine in particular.
One may conclude that the low fit with users' vocabularies makes GFT a poor tool to support expressing information needs and consequently, browsing and constructing queries, whereas the relatively high fit of FinMeSH with users' expressions suggests that it is a reasonable tool in assisting searching.
Although the two thirds matching rate of FinMeSH can be considered at least satisfactory, it is far from perfect. It matched worse than on average with lay synonyms. Adding to FinMeSH terms fitting only with GFT would increase its coverage by 14 % into 74 %. This would enrich this thesaurus by lay medical terms to the benefit of health consumers.
The relatively poor match of GFT with all term types, with synonyms in particular, could be improved by enriching it by terms fitting to FinMeSH only. This would increase its coverage considerably -82 % -from 42 % to 74 %.
How well GFT can function as the point of departure for building a larger and more comprehensive thesaurus by linking existing specific thesauri like FinMeSH to it (Hyvönen & al 2005) , is an open question. Our results show clearly that GFT with its poor match to users' terms is not as such a good tool for supporting searching and consequently, not a good candidate for search ontology. Only 32 % of terms used could be mapped to both vocabularies, i.e. only one third of the terms were shared by both thesauri. This provides a rather narrow bridge for users to move from GFT to FinMeSH for enriching their queries.
The previous figures show the direct terminological overlap between GFT and FinMeSH, not the conceptual one. The latter is evidently greater. It is difficult to assess, which proportion of those terms found only in FinMeSH could be mapped to their synonyms, broader terms, narrower terms or related terms in GFT. It requires conceptual analysis of terms used. The outcome of this intellectual mapping would reveal the benefit of linking FinMeSH to GFT in this particular medical field. The greater the proportion of established links between terms found in GFT and those found only in FinMeSH, the greater users' options to move from GFT to FinMeSH and likely, the greater the success in searching. The degree of this conceptual overlapping would show from users' point of view GFT's potential for linking specific thesauri to it. A more precise answer to this question requires conceptual mapping of users' terms found only in FinMeSH to terms in GFT.
Next we discuss the implications of our results to searching. We know that medical queries are short containing typically 2-3 words (Spink & al. 2004 ). Health consumers search goals are often more specific and complex comparing to the queries used (Zeng & al 2004) . Our questions represent the information needs of health consumers. They contained on average 16 medical terms. We can suppose that if questions had been expressed as queries, most of the terms would have been expansion terms to typical medical queries. If users' queries had been expanded by terms matching to thesauri, what this had implied in terms of precision and recall taking into account the dimensions of the query.
Exhaustivity of a request (query) is the extent to which all facets implicit in the request are expressed, whereas the specificity is the level of detail in which a particular facet is represented (Lancaster & Warner 1993) . The extent of a query is the number of terms per facet. These definitions are based on facet analysis of the request or query, which we have not performed. Therefore we analyze the implications of these dimensions on the level of queries, not of facets. Implications of the changes in query dimensions have been discussed in Lancaster & Warner (1993) .
Other query dimensions being equal, both thesauri would increase the number of specific terms in the queries increasing specificity, which improves precision. Both thesauri would also increase the number of related terms in queries. If related terms are new facets, they increase precision. Vakkari (2002) has argued, however, that typical association relations in thesauri do not support inventing new aspects of information needs. Therefore, related terms would increase the extent of queries improving recall. The increase in the number of synonyms by both thesauri, in particular by GFT, would be modest. Synonyms are used within facets. This would imply a modest increase in the extent of queries, which would somewhat improve recall. In all, both thesauri would have improved both precision and recall of queries, the specific one more than the general one as one could expect.
Our analysis has explored lay and professional vocabularies in a specific field of medicine and their fit with a specific and a general thesaurus. In the studies to come we will extend the analysis to cover the fields of nutrition and physical exercise, because in addition to diseases and their symptoms, the medical information Finns are mostly searching for on the Web concern these topics. It is likely that they are more understandable to health consumers. In the studies to come we will analyze to which degree GFT and suitable specific controlled vocabularies cover lay persons' and professionals' vocabularies. We will also analyze in more detail the linking potential of the specific vocabularies to GFT. Our aim is also to study to which degree terms in health queries in various user populations match with GFT and specific thesauri.
